What Parents Say

Clients ask what we do and how our approaches work. Please
find below some messages from parents who have been through
the support process.
Finding all round support for a child with problems is very
hard as we found out. I would highly recommend Jacqueline to
any other parents, who like us, were at the end of their
tether trying to find support for their child. We can’t thank
Jacqueline enough for the help and support she gave to our
son. She has supported him for nearly a year through a very
difficult period. He was dealing with a lot of issues
including bereavement and medical problems. Jacqueline took a
fun and creative approach to each issue which really helped
him. He said he loved going to see her as she helped and it
was fun. She also has some fantastic approaches to dealing
with long term problems such as helpful CD’s which can be
used at home in conjunction with the support she provides at
each session. Jacqueline has also taught ‘D’ a lot of life
skills which I know he can use to help him in the future.

Jacqueline has been supporting my daughter for a while now
and is amazing. She has been the only person who has been
able to get her to verbalise her feelings and to be able to
help me help her

Jacqueline has been brilliant at helping to support our child
(and us parents!) through some tricky (and changing)
behavioural issues we’ve had. Many of her approaches are fun
and engaging and she explains the theory behind the practical
really well so that you know why you’re doing what you’re
doing. Her follow-up help has also been fantastic with
suggestions for longer-term projects to continue the support
and practice for during school holidays.
I would totally recommend Jacqueline to anyone considering
support in this way (and have done so already).

I hired Jacqueline Dennaford in 2014 to assist my eldest son,
who was struggling with anxiety, worry and enuresis.
Following a thorough assessment Jacqueline set out a
programme of support to include developmental reflex
exercises and Emotional, Social and Communication Development
sessions to support my son in change.
My son had his 10 week review in late January. Prior to his
review Jacqueline sent us a detailed questionnaire about
changes that we had noticed since his sessions had started.
It was startingly to myself and my husband as we began to
think about areas in which we had noticed changes, and the
speed in which these changes had occurred. Within the 10
week period my son diligently worked on the primitive reflex
exercises that Jacquline had outlined for him as well as
worked with Jacqueline in weekly sessions. By the time he
had his 10 week review he had become more comfortable within
his own skin and appeared more relaxed in his behavior around
the home. Prior to the sessions he always seemed anxious,
and he admitted that he hated being alone in any rooms in the
house, he also found enclosed spaces like cars or lifts
distressing and would become very anxious with physical
symptoms if he had to travel in a lift. Recently when we

travelled in a lift together he appeared very relaxed, when I
asked him about going in the lift later on that day he said
that he had used some of the visualization techniques that
Jacqueline had taught him.
My son previously found it
difficult to initiate play in the playground at school. This
was upsetting for him as he always felt that he was on the
fringes at playtime and struggled to join in. There has been
an improvement with this and he is a lot happier at
playtime. His sense of humour has really developed too and
he now really enjoys having a giggle and a laugh, where
previously he was unable to understand when and where it was
okay to relax and have fun and therefore approached every
situation with anxiety and seriousness.
I can highly recommend Jacqueline for individual intervention
therapeutic support. My son has made many positive life long
changes with Jacqueline’s support. She has a calm and
nurturing manner and a welcoming space in which she works. My
son always looked forward to visiting Jacqueline for his
sessions and felt very comfortable in her company.

Testimonial – 8Yr Old Anxiety
& Fears
I hired Jacqueline Dennaford in November 2014 to assist my
eldest son, who was struggling with anxiety, worry and
enuresis.

Following a thorough assessment Jacqueline set out a programme
of support to include developmental reflex exercises and
Emotional, Social and Communication Development sessions to
support my son in change.
My son had his 10 week review in late January. Prior to
his review Jacqueline sent us a detailed questionnaire
about changes that we had noticed since his sessions had
started. It was startingly to myself and my husband as
we began to think about areas in which we had noticed
changes, and the speed in which these changes had
occurred. Within the 10 week period my son diligently
worked on the primitive reflex exercises that Jacquline
had outlined for him as well as worked with Jacqueline
in weekly sessions.
By the time he had his 10 week
review he had become more comfortable within his own
skin and appeared more relaxed in his behavior around
the home.
Prior to the sessions
he always seemed
anxious, and he admitted that he hated being alone in
any rooms in the house, he also found enclosed spaces
like cars or lifts distressing and would become very
anxious with physical symptoms if he had to travel in a
lift. Recently when we travelled in a lift together he
appeared very relaxed, when I asked him about going in
the lift later on that day he said that he had used some
of the visualization techniques that Jacqueline had
taught him. My son previously found it difficult to
initiate play in the playground at school. This was
upsetting for him as he always felt that he was on the
fringes at playtime and struggled to join in. There has
been an improvement with this and he is a lot happier at
playtime. His sense of humour has really developed too
and he now really enjoys having a giggle and a laugh,
where previously he was unable to understand when and
where it was okay to relax and have fun and therefore
approached every situation with anxiety and seriousness.

I can highly recommend Jacqueline for individual
intervention therapeutic support. My son has made many
positive life long changes with Jacqueline’s support.
She has a calm and nurturing manner and a welcoming
space in which she works. My son always looked forward
to visiting Jacqueline for his sessions and felt very
comfortable in her company.

Katie Aged 9 – Katie’s Story
Katie is a 9 year old girl struggling at school and socially
in most areas. She finds verbal communication challenging as
speech development has been delayed. She struggles with coordination, balance and fine and gross motor skills. Katie
also finds making friends difficult although a happy caring
child and her academics are below average for her age.
After a 5 week programme executed at home her mother emailed.
‘We have been doing the exercises every day (bar 2) with some
fantastic results. Katie is much more confident and sociable,
able to use skills in different contexts more easily, becomes
less upset if she makes a mistake and, perhaps most
noticeably, finds maths so much easier. She can catch a ball
with greater ease too, and fewer bruises on her knees.
We are looking forward to the next session. To date, we have
done the roly-poly (which she loves), the lizard (which she
improved in almost overnight), splat, snow angels, eye
tracking (my goodness, the fantastic improvement in her eye
tracking is amazing) and light therapy. We do massage at
night, but struggle with the head part. Katie has very long,

thin hair which knots easily. It hurts to do the scalp part
of the massage; we are having a good haircut next week to see
if this helps.

Jeremy
Story

age

10

–

Jeremy’s

Jeremy is a 10 year old boy who comes across shy and reserves.
His mother has contacted me because she is concerned about the
transfer to high school that will be happening in September.
She advises that Jeremy did not settle well in reception and
has found the transition to new teachers annually quite
unsettling, added to this a children shuffle when joining
junior school caused Jeremy not to settle well within his new
peer group. Jeremy has shown signs of anxiety through temper
tantrums, silences that mum finds she cannot break through and
occasional disruptions in class.
On meeting Jeremy I met a silent boy, with unsure body
language which we worked through by starting with
Bal-A-Vis-X exercises ( non-verbal balance, auditory, visual
programme). With sessions lasting only 40 minutes, each
session was initially targeted at trust and self-esteem
building. Further sessions created opportunities for self
discovery through art expression and helping Jeremy find
strengths within himself that he had yet to recognise. Jeremy
offered information on his concerns through non-verbal

communication techniques. We worked through his understanding
of safety and security and found some of his strengths. With
this he felt more comfortable with the idea of change.
A message from mum.
‘I just wanted to contact you to advise about Jeremy’s first
month at high school. I must say I was a little nervous the
week before school. We had prepared Jeremy as you suggested
through buying uniform and equipment early in the holiday and
assisting Jeremy through additional responsibilities
throughout the holidays. Jeremy struggled the night before
with a short silence, however I was pleased to see Jeremy
work it through with paper. School initiation began slow, but
Jeremy is settling well and is communication his quiet times
through written word and Bal-A-Vis-X. Thank you so much for
your work. We will be in contact again should the need
arise.’

